Product Range

Haven

Design by Mark Gabbertas

The Haven upholstery system is the foundation
of the entire Haven family of products that
comprises of sofas, stools, tables, screens and
pods that support the drive towards a location
free, collaborative working environment.

HA102HR

HAM101HRLH

Haven comprises of modular elements including
arm chairs and sofas, all of which are available
with and without a headrest. Haven can provide
excellent personal privacy, a haven, within a
busy world.

HA202HR

A place for either contemplation or
communication amongst a team.
Cushion detailing is deliberately softer and
more informal and a contrast to the formal
structure of the body of the units.

HAM100HR

HAM101HRRH

Design
Mark Gabbertas
Gabbertas’ philosophy is to create character
through simplicity, giving a lasting design
aesthetic, earning him numerous awards
including a Red Dot and a Design Guild Mark
for the design of Haven for Allermuir.

HAM200HR

Product Range

Haven

Design by Mark Gabbertas

The Haven upholstery system is the foundation
of the entire Haven family of products that
comprises of sofas, stools, tables, screens and
pods that support the drive towards a location
free, collaborative working environment.

HA102

HAM101LH

Haven comprises of modular elements including
arm chairs and sofas, all of which are available
with and without a headrest. Haven can provide
excellent personal privacy, a haven, within a
busy world.

HA202

A place for either contemplation or
communication amongst a team.
Cushion detailing is deliberately softer and
more informal and a contrast to the formal
structure of the body of the units.

HAM100

HAM101RH

Design
Mark Gabbertas
Gabbertas’ philosophy is to create character
through simplicity, giving a lasting design
aesthetic, earning him numerous awards
including a Red Dot and a Design Guild Mark
for the design of Haven for Allermuir.

HAM200

Haven

Standard Features

Optional Features

Performance Standards

(* - Selected models only)
Moulded foam construction
Sprung seat support
Aluminium frame and legs
Secured seat cushions
Plastic glides

Seat linking device*
Two-tone upholstery

SCS-EC10.2:2007 Indoor Air Quality

Dimensions
SD
560mm

OH
1180mm

H
870mm

OW
765mm

SW
700mm

SW
765mm

H
795mm

SH
430mm
OD
810mm

OW
1000mm

OW
1125mm
SW
1530mm

SD
560mm

OH
1180mm
H
870mm

SH
430mm
OW
1530mm

OD
810mm

OW
2000mm

Environmental Performance
Material Content

Recycled Content

Recyclability

Components are constructed
of the following

Contains up to 21% of
Recycled Material

The range is 100% recyclable

46.22%
Wood

8%
Aluminium

7.99%
Aluminium

9.5%
Fabric

7.16%
Plastic

Steel

14.23%
Pu Foam

18.79%
Fabric

5.54%
Cardboard

3.5%

100%

Haven

Finish Options
Aluminium frames and legs available in Black
EPPC
Haven Lounge can be upholstered in a select
range of fabrics from Allermuir standard
upholstery collection

Frame/Leg Finishes

Black EPPC

